CASES STUDY
Bibliographic Coding

Amnet eLPO works as an extension of your team. Our experienced litigation support professionals offer a
comprehensive list of services. With a proven track record that leverages information technology, we continue to
exceed client expectations.

THE NEED
A leading discovery solutions partner won a large bibliographic coding
project for an Oil & Gas Company relying on Amnet eLPO’s off-shore
team’s capability.
2 Million pages, custom LDD, extensive coding fields and a sharp
deadline.

THE SOLUTION
An experienced core team broke down the project into easier modules
which helped the separate teams contribute towards meeting the
deadline with substantial productivity rates.
A dedicated quality control team along with customer’s tech team,
helped get the data ported to required database servers as per
expected priority to help the client carry out review process in tandem.

Amnet eLPO
Advantage
Your competitive
edge in evidence
management
At Amnet eLPO, the emphasis is on
investing in continuous
improvements, staffing the finest
legal and information technology
professionals, adopting robust
project management methods and
processes and fail-safe security
and infrastructure back up. We
seamlessly integrate to work in
tandem with our client’s team,
understanding their needs and
expectations; while always striving
to better our service levels at
every instance.
Our support includes:
24/7 Round the clock global
support
Quick ramp up and scaling
operations as per project
demands
Agile recruitment and training
processes

ADVANTAGE
The client was in a position to complete a significantly large coding
assignment along with LDD within expected time frame from a single
vendor. Working with prioritized volumes in tandem with the off-shore
coding partner helped the client, initiate review activity much before
than expected go-live date.
Team's foresight to identify issues around prioritized tasks and flexibility
in terms of incorporating last minute changes was well appreciated.

Evolved systematic processes
& expertise in delivering
World-class
quality service
Strict adherence to
Information Security & NDA
conformance by every team
member

Call: 1.888.342.4177
e-mail: info@amnetelpo.com
To reach out to the experts

